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A wide class of problems is considered involving the interaction of multilevel atoms with classical
Green's
time-dependent
fields switched on at a definite time. It is shown that the exact time-dependent
function can be written as the particular solution to an inhomogeneous
differential equation involving
derivatives with respect to the external field variables. Asymptotic expansions are discussed and analytic
solutions found for several cases. The time and frequency distributions of radiation emitted by a fieldperturbed atom are calculated by including the radiation field as a first-order perturbation.

Lamb shifts in hydrogenic

I. INTRODUCTION

separate paper.
The interaction of atoms with time-dependent
external fields is a fundamental problem of atomic
physics with wide-ranging applications in other
areas such as plasma physics' and laser physics. '
Since the field strength is often too strong for
perturbation theory to be useful, nonperturbative
descriptions are particularly valuable. A number
of papers have been devoted to the subject of nonperturbative techniques for oscillating fields, a
few of which are referenced. '
With the exception of the Rabi' formula for a spin-~ particle interacting with a circularly polarized magnetic
field (or equivalent problems),
no exact solutions
in terms of tabulated functions have been found.
In a separate sequence of papers,
the closely
related problem of the quenching radiation emitted
by a metastable atom when injected into a static
electric field is discussed (especially for metastable hydrogen and helium). The validity of the
Bethe-Lamb phenomenological approach has recently been investigated in detail" ' since, while
it works well for hydrogenic systems, it fails for

"
"

""

helium.
In this paper, we consider a wide class of problems involving the interaction of multilevel atoms
with oscillating or step-function fields switched on
at a definite time. It is shown that the exact timedependent Green's function can be written as the
particular solution to an inhomogeneous differential equation involving derivatives with respect to
the external field variables. Solving the differential equation in effect sums the perturbation series
to infinity and provides the analytic continuation
into the strong-field region. For the case of a
two-level atom interacting with an electric field
having the time dependence e
(t&0), the exact
solution is expressible in terms of Lommel functions. Exact results are also found for a multilevel atom in an arbitrary field which is a step
function in time. These results provide a detailed
theory for the anisotropy method"' of measuring

"

'

ions as discussed in a

The formulation is semiclassical in that the
classical coupling of the electrons to the external

time-dependent field of definite amplitude and
phase is added to the field-free quantum Hamiltonian. As discussed by Shirley, this is valid provided that the classical field corresponds to a quantum
field with many photons per mode. It is also assumed that only a finite number of states are significantly coupled to the initial state hy the extern-

al field.
The general theory is developed in Sec. II and
the interaction of atoms with electric fields is
discussed as a special case in Sec. III. An advantage of the differential-equation
approach is
that it facilitates the derivation of asymptotic expansions as described in Sec. IV. Finally, the
radiation emitted by the perturbed initial state is
discussed in Sec. V.
II. GENERAL THEORY

The starting point for the theory is the fu1. 1 timedependent Schrodinger equation
=

[e, + V(r, t)]jq(r, t),

where II, is the field-free atomic Hamiltonian including fine- and hyperfine-structure
effects, and
V is the interaction potential with the external
field having the time dependence

V(r,

t) =IVIV(r)e

",

t~ 0

=0, t&0
where I" is the field strength and e is any complex
number with positive real part, not necessarily
small. The N field-free states included in the cal-

culation satisfy

The level widths F„are introduced phenomenologically by assuming that each E„has a negative
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where

given by

En =En —»I"n

The solutions to Eq. (1) in the i)t-state subspace
constructed with the aid of the
full time-dependent retarded Green's function defined by"
r'2
1

V.„=(y. V(r)l

(4)

are conveniently

(

-)r, (r, ) —V(r„),)) G'(); 2)
= i 5{3)(r, —r, )6(t, —

t, ),

(5)

l

(12)

y„&

and

F((d) =E

"e ' 'dt= -~+
ZE

e

(13)

E(u) is the Fourier transform of the
time-dependent part of the interaction potential
(2). Equation (11) can be solved iteratively, starting with
In general,

f ")(~2, ~.) = & '(~2) 6(~2 —~.)

r„ t„etc.

=
where 1—
The solution to (1) at time
t, & 0 is then related to the solution at an earlier
time t, by

e(t, —t, )(t (r„ t, ) =I G'(r„ t

1615

(14)

For the particular Fourier coefficients (13), the
successive iterations satisfy the recursion relation

„r„t, )

x (t(r„ t, )d r,

(6)
,
—
where 8(t, t, ) is the unit step function. For t, (0,
{I)(r~, t, ) is one of the field-free incident states
(t;(r2, t, ). G'(1;2) satisfies the integral equation"
G '(1; 2) =G (1; 2) —i Go (1;3)V(r3, t, )
G+

x G'(3; 2)d r, dt,

x i), -'[~, —(j —1)ie]&({d,)f ('

(1 5)

starting with
({d22 (d2)

,

where G,'(1; 2) is the free-particle propagator
given by

"((d„v,)

F 4

=

2)12

'({d,)V & '({2),)
—(2)2 + Ze
(2)2

(16)

Provided that E is sufficiently small for the series
to conver ge, then

f(~2, {d2) =gf"(~„~.)
J =0

(8)
1
27ri

~oo

"'(t'(

.

)

'(

)(t(

).
(9)

Here, g is a column vector of eigenstates, gt is
the corresponding Hermitian conjugate, and &(&u, )
is a square diagonal matrix with diagonal elements
+n =En+@a
Without loss of generality, the exact time-dependent Green's function can be written in the form
of a double Fourier transform

The integral over ~2 in (10) can now be performed.
For t, &0, the contour integral in the upper halfplane encircles a single pole at co, = -E„'+ 2iF„
with the result
oo

G'(1;2) =

.

J

d(d,

e'

oo

2'2q

(r„ t, )g({d,)(t)(r, ) .
(18)

~

G+(1; 2) =

1

.

d&,
(t

d(2),

e'

.

'( )f

(, ,

j=0
with the recursion relation

)(t (

)

.

(10)

An expression for the matrix of Fourier coefficients f((2)„+2) is obtained by substituting (10) and
(9) into the integral equation (7). Equating Fourier

coefficients yields
1
f(~„~,) = (2{tr, —~, ) ——

Using (1 i) and (15), g(&u, ) has the expansion

d~, V(r,

—,
)

xf(tr„x, )V') S-'(tr, ),

g(')(~, ) = —& 2(+,

j ie)Vtg(' —2)(+, ),

(20)

starting with
(21)
This recursion relation has the important property
that it generates the power-series expansion for
the paxticulay solution to the differential equation
[&((u, ) —1ieE(d/dF) + FVt] g((o„E) = 1 .

(22)

Its solution provides the analytic continuation into
the region of strong fields. For finite e, (22) is
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not difficult to integrate numerically, but in the
limit e 0, the field becomes a step function in
time and the solution to (22) is simply

g ((d„F) = [&((()~) + FV ]

'.

g, , (Q, = 0) = —)r[J,(z) cot vw+F. ,(z)]/Q,

t) = Q V)(r)Fqe ')', t~

0

where

and

=FV„/Q,

z

provided that a representation exists in which ~
and V are diagonal with diagonal elements ~, , and
V, ,

=0, t&0

(24)

then an extension of the foregoing derivation
the partial-differential
equation

yields

(25)

As a further example, it is instructive to consider the well-known Rabi problem' of a spin-2
particle interacting with a circularly polarized
magnetic field rotating in the xy plane with frequency 0 and a constant field along the z axis.
For this case V(o, t) is
V(o,

where g is the particular solution defined by the
perturbation series expansion in the limit of weak
fields. A case of particular interest is the twocomponent field describing a damped oscillation
of the form V(r)F, cos(Qt+Q, )e "'. This corresponds to the choices

I

=q —iQ,

e2

=q+ iO, , I'2 = 2Q0g '"0

= 2E0e'"0

(26)

Vs=Vs=V
Substituting into (25) yields the equation in terms
of the independent variables
0 and 00

I

8

)(ec». ~0 —io

&(te, ) —

0

In the limit Q-0 (zero frequency), (27) reduces
to (22) and in the limit 7}-0 (no damping) (27) again
reduces to the particular solution of the ordinary
differential equation
t)((d, )+liQ
~

d

(30)

with
H

+

=H 0 s'n0e'~"""o~

7

=H, sin6)e '&"'+ "0'

H

(31)

The field of magnitudeH, precesses at an angle 6
about the z axis with initial phase 00. After transforming to the independent variables K„O, and
Q„Eq. (25) becomes

[(())1+liQ(d/dQo)+b(cr

e

'"oyc e'"o) +ao, ]g=1

+s;ccso.)' e=)
(27)

(

t) = ogy, o(o, II +o If, +o,II.)

H, =H0 cos0 .

e~

~

(29)

(23)

Equation (22) has a simple generalization to the
case of an external field with several time-dependent components. If V(r, t) has the form

V(r,

GRIM LE Y

+F, cosQ, V g=1

(28)

0

with the particular solution satisfying the periodic
boundary condition g(Q, + 2))) =g(Q, ). Despite its
simple appearance, this equation does not appear
to. have a solution for arbitrary V in terms of tabulated functions for problems involving more than
one state. For the one-state problem, or for
problems which can be reduced to a set of uncoupled one-state problems by a unitary transformation which simultaneously diagonalizes & and
V, g (Q, =0) is expressible in terms of Anger functions Z, (z) and Weber functions E,(z). The solution is

"

(32)
with

a «g(go/28)H() cos(9 s
b

(33)

=g(go/2h)&o sing .

terms involving 9/BIio and 8/& 6 would
also be present, but their coefficients vanish for
the particular field components (31). It is easily
verified that the particular solution to this equation is
In general,

t

c, /d,

-)e'c id

be ' o/d

c /d

)

(34)

where

c, =u, +C? va,
d,

= ((u, + Q v a)((d, + a)

—b' .

(35)

This gives directly the frequency-response
spectrum for arbitrary Q0. Taking the Fourier transform with respect to (o, as in (18) and using (6)

INTE RA CTION OF MULTILEVE L ATOMS WITH CLASSICAL. . .
wave function derived

yields the time-dependent
by Babi for Q, =O.
III. INTERACTION

component fields with the time dependence
V(r)g, F, e ss ', introduce the notation

0

DF =

(36)
0

j

ic,. F,

Substituting (36) and (37) into (25) yields the pair
of equations for g, p andg~p

Vs i}

(V],s

'

D=+2e,. F,.

WITH ELECTRIC FIELDS

The results of Sec. II are valid for an arbitrary
coupling matrix V. In the electric dipole approximation, V has the off-diagonal structure

(

1617

f

(~&2

in a finite subspace containing N, s states and
Np P states. If g is partitioned similarly into

—~&D)g»+ FVn&, 2 =

I],

(38)

(6„—1, D)g, 2+ FV, s g» 0,

(39)

——

where

~„and

4(~, ),

and

(gss A~s f
then the submatrices

are the diagonal submatrices of
are the corresponding unit
matrices. If (38) is multiplied by FV, ],(~&~
—~1D) 'g"„]',(&„~ D) and -(39) is multiplied by
g"„]',[&„s-D+(DF)/F], theng» can be eliminated

pendently

to obtain

f gss gsS)'

(37}

of g can be solved for indeof one another. For the case of multi-

~pp

1, and

1~

Np

Np

vilv](is„-i, si —v„l „sI] ls„, s+is—

i

s~i(

sv»iI/-'v„v'hr.

n=1

The inverse operator in (40) is well defined since
every matrix element is cancelled by one of the
factors in the product to the left. Similar techniques yield the corresponding equations for the
other submatrices of g. Qn introducing the nota-

tion

D+ (DF)/F]
D„= II [4„—

, = —v n=l'] s„,) v„s;,'

(40)

.

(47)
D

X~&")

=~1F",

n

=0, 1.

(48)

Although these equations appear more complicated
than the general equation (25), the advantage is that
the dimensionality is reduced. For example,
X(,") is simply a scalar if there is only one s state
and any number of p states. In the limit e,.
(all
j), the resulting algebraic equations can be in-

-0

x((~ss —1.D)

verted immediately.

—V, p[4~p —~1 D+ lp(DF)/F) 'Vs, F '), (41)

For example,

X(n)
Dss-1Fn
ss

Ns

D»

=

[[d „, —D+ (DF)/F]

IV. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS

n=1

„—1, D+1, (DF)/F]

—Vp, [b,

differential

'V, sF'}, (42)

'" [&„,+ (DF)/F]

Np

g„=X&']

Np

gsp

Xss,
(1)

i

~np

of writing g as the solution to a
equation in F is that, in addition to
power-series expansions, one can derive asymptotic expansions valid in the limit of large field
strengths. This is not an easy problem in general,
but in the case of a single s state interacting with
a single p state through an off-diagonal coupling
& 0), the
matrix V with the time dependence e
solution is particularly simple. Equation (47) for
this case is
One advantage

x[(g» 1, D)

(43)

"(t

-1

~sp~+p

(44)

~

N

-1
(1) TT
g ps —-Xpp yy &- ~ps&-

(45)

n=l

b,

—ieF

—
+is
dF

—F

4' —ieF dF

—

2

[ [&„,+ (DF)/F),

(46)

n=1

one obtains for the complete

equations

n
X(n)

F

N

gss =X~~s]

2

V

set of differential

(49)

With the change of variables

/e

~

~2

y ss

n

n

]i+1

tlX(s]

G. %.
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this becomes Lommel s equation"

' —(t),, + h2)/(2ie),
=n ——,

~

E

I (2

1

( )

X Sln X —2P, lj

1

1

(-)

—4P

1

2v+m)l (2

(v, 2m)
2~

1

2P

E"

1

2v+m)

/

(v, 2m+1)

2)
1
2)

t, with

and the summations are to be truncated when successive terms stop decreasing in magnitude. The
corresponding result for X~~~' is obtained by interchanging the subscripts s and P throughout.
The
asymptotic expansion has been verified by direct
comparison with the numerical integration of Eq.
(49), which in turn was checked against the power-

series expansion for small fields.

The effect of external fields on an excited atom
is usually observed by measuring the time or frequency distribution of the emitted radiation. Following the method described by Hicks, Hess, and
Cooper, ' the radiation field is introduced as a
first-order perturbation inducing transitions from
the time-dependent initial state, as given by Eq.
(6), to the final state. Hicks et al. show that if
c/( )(0), 7) is the first-order
probability amplitude
for the atom initially in state i at t =0 to be in the
final state together with a photon of frequency u
after a time 7, then in the nonrelativistic electric
dipole approximation

~J

xH '(r, )g(r„ t, )

(54)

()e- —A. ,).

(55)

where

)

e

(

8 is the photon polarization vector, A, „ is the
vector potential for the external field, and 'V is
the photon normalization volume. E& is a real
eigenvalue, except for an infinitesimal negative
imaginary part. Although this identification simplifies the analysis, the small radiation shift"
will not be present in the final result. Integrating

de&

X

).

))

(58)

&7T

f + (d+QJ1 )T

E + (0 + (d&

x

(56)

fgo

It is evident from the recursion relation (20) that
the poles of g(ez) lie entirely in the upper complex
plane, while (d, =-Ez~ —& lies in the lower cornplex plane. Consequently, c/t' (+, 7) =0 for v&0.
For ~&0, the contour must be closed in the upper
half-plane with the result

V. EMISSION OF RADIATION

(

1)~(l

the use of (6) and (18) yields

C) (((), T) = —222

m! I'(v —m+

2'(r)=- —

arg

2tft+1

over

+0

1

~(1

m=0

where

I (v+m+

/

(2/ )2

(-)

+ COS X —2P, 2 —4&

)e) =0

v, m =

—(&, —&2)/(2 i e) .

„,

(51)
2P +

2

GRIMLE Y

The desired particular solution is the Lommel
function y = s
(x). Using the well-known asymptotic expansions for the Lommel and Bessel functions, the asymptotic expansion for X~," is

(50)

where

( )

=

v

( [x(d/dx)]'+ x' —v') y = x"",
p,

B.
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exp[i(ZP+~+ p, )7) -1
0fc

Ey +4P+Py

e

Q())')„.2eeg, , (te,

)]l, ),
(57)

where the P, are the poles of g((d, ). This expression simplifies in the limit v-~ since then the exponential term does not contribute and the contour
integral in (56) can be closed in the lower complex
plane. The result is

c/"(&

)=

—

Q (H')/, g', (-&y*- &) .

(58)

The quantity 22) c&(')(&, ~)('p((d), where p(e) is the
density of photon states (h~)2V/(22hc)2, gives the
line shape I(0)) of the emitted radiation integrated
over all time. The time dependence of the radiation integrated over all frequencies is obtained
from the Fourier transform of CP)((v, ~). Defining

d,"'(t) by
d/

(t ) =

I

PT

J

c

)((()

0)e

d(()

(59)

then

I(t) =22hi

d&g)(t))2p(&u)

.

Since the contour in (59) must be closed in the

(60)

INTE RA C TION OF
for t&0,

lower half-plane
d&' &(t)

= —i

g (0

')P~

x

d&~"(t)

M UL

TILE VE L

is given by

Resg;,. -Ef —u

8~

~

z

8

It can be shown in general that
I

d

d'P'(t)~'=
v'

oo

~(I c'P'(~, ~)I'~~,

(62)

transition probability integrated over all frequencies. However, it is much
simpler to use (59) rather than (62).
For purposes of comparison with the results of
Fontana and Lynch, who do not use perturbation
theory for the radiation field, consider the hydrogenic problem in which the 2s, /, state is induced
to radiate by a static electric field via the 2Pz/2
state to the 1s,&2 ground state. Using (44) and (47),
g„2P(+, ) for this case is
which is the differential

"

A2s 2P(

1)

—FV2s,
p )(

(

su

p )

(63)

1

where
i 1

2L

E22

@2P

I

(E28

2P)

TOMS WITH C LASS ICA
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~
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(Hicks et al. 2 identify several cases where
they are not important. ) The cross terms are
clearly present when (61) is used in (60); it is
only the P, that are in error by a small imaginary
part compared to the large electrostatic splitting
between states of different angular momentum in
nonhydrogenic atoms. The difficulty arises from
the use of first-order perturbation theory so that
(57) is valid only for times small compared to the
lifetime of the initial state. The analogous problem for spontaneous radiation is discussed by
Heitler.
A good approximation is obtained by
first omitting from the sum over k in (57) those
terms for which the imaginary part of I8„ is relatively large, since these terms give rise to rapidly
decaying transient effects immediately after the
field is switched on. The transient effects will
not even be present unless the field is switched on
rapidly compared to their decay time. Second,
the relatively small imaginary parts of the remaining P„'s are set equal to zero. Except for
possible rapid oseillations which time-average to
zero, (60) is then independent of time and can be
interpreted as a "Golden-Rule" type expression
for the (nearly) constant transition rate. Except
for the fact that final-state perturbations are not
included, Eq. (60) as modified above agrees in the
limit of weak fields with the formulas used by
Drake" and Jacobs" in calculating the Stark
quenching rate of metastable helium 1s2s'S. The
excellent agreement with experiment" lends sup-

portant.

e'sP'

e

A

+ V28, 2P~

'I-E„-Z„+[(E„-E„)'+4V'„„]'")
.

P, = —.

Equation (57) is then the same as their (21) and
the absolute square of (58) is the same as their
(27). Thus, the results of first-order perturbation
theory for the radiation field agree with the
"exact" results in the approximation that the widths
are taken to be real, energy-dependent quantities
equal to their values in the absence of an external
field V(r, f ).
For the extended problem in which the 2p, /, state
is also included, there are three P's equal to the
negatives of the eigenvalues of the matrix

"

port to these approximations.

VI. DiSCUSSION

where 1, 2, 3 denotes the states 2s, /2, 2p, /2, 2p3/2,
respectively. The cubic secular equation is exactly the same as the cubic equation derived in the
calculation of Holt and Sellin '
nonperturbative
since the "cross terms" they discuss vanish. In
general, the P~ are the negatives of the eigenvalues of the matrix (E+P, F, V, )for step-. functio. n.

The differential-equation
approach developed in
this paper differs from the usual formulations of
time-dependent problems in that the time dependence of the external field enters only as a parameter. The independent variables are the field am
plitudes and phases. It is often easier to work directly with a differential equation rather than a
perturbation power-series expansion of its solution, and one is not bothered by pr oblems of convergence. The differential equation suggests the
application of a rich variety of mathematical techniques such as asymptotic expansions and investigations of the analytic properties of the solutions
as a function of the external field variables. As
shown in Sec. IV, a numerical solution of the differential equation yields directly the frequency
distribution of emitted radiation. The Fourier
transform must be calculated to find the time dis-

fields.
For nonhydrogenic problems, the missing cross
terms of the form (FI')z, V,. ;V;l, (ff '), z are often im-

possible.

Ej. EV,2

I' V, ~

FV„E,

0

FV„O

E,

tr ibution.
A number

of further generalizations

should be

For example, it should be possible to

'

G. W.
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include the radiation field from the beginning,
rather than adding it on at the end as a first-order
The advantage of the present method
perturbation.
is that i.t is simpler and yields good approximations. It wouM be interesting to find the differential equation corresponding to a field switched on
over a finite time, and to investigate in a more
general way the relationship between the time dependence of the field and the differential equation
for the Green' s function.

The quenching of metastable hydrogen atoms in
an electric field is a special case of the general
theory developed here. It is clear from Eq. (61)
that the radiation decay curve is the absolute
square of a sum of exponentials, rather than a
single exponential as is often assumed. The detailed analysis for hydrogen is presented in a separate paper" together with precise experimental
measurements of the anisotropy in the angular distribution of the quenching radiation.
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